Topic: Instructional Design Wizard

The Instructional Design Wizard helps you create a basic outline or blueprint for your course.

The Wizard helps you:

- Define Learning Goals
- Choose Assessment Activities
- Organize your GradeBook
- Define Module Objectives

As you go through the design wizard, it creates placeholders from the course builder and reviews design strategies. Click Course Admin in the top nav of your course, Instructional Design Wizard is located under Site Resources.

Running The Wizard

To run the Design Wizard, click Start on the Instructional Design Wizard page.

A hidden module structure with detailed placeholders for:

Grade-Based Assessment Shell
An organized structure based on your grade system that allows for easy grading.

Objective-Based Assessment Shell
A competency structure used to measure course goals that are related to specific learning objectives.

Estimated completion time per module - 10 minutes

Start

After you start the wizard, there will be a page with a sidebar showing what step you’re on in the Wizard. Read the instructions from the Wizard, and follow the steps it gives you.

Knowing what modules, course goals, competencies, and learning objectives before you use the wizard is a good first step.
Follow the step-by-step wizard, and you will get:

**Course Blueprint** – A Hidden module structure with detailed placeholders for learning activities.

**Grade-Based Assessment Shell** – An organized structure based on your grade system that categorizes your assessments.

**Objective-Based Assessment Shell** – A competency structure used to measure course goals that consist of competencies and learning objectives.

**For More Information**

Please contact the Office of Online & Extended Learning at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.